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Updateding the Ford 6. Thread Tools Show Printable Version. Updateding the Ford 6. I have
been tuning on gm platforms for a little bit so I familiar with the basics and what not I also work
for Ford Motor company as a technician earning the title of Senior Master a few years back I
have been with Ford for almost 20 years The biggest thing i had to overcome was it was written
for using the SCT advantage software It for sure woke the truck up So as a ford technician using
Fords equipment.. Eric and his team did an outstanding job on this program. Now with the
tuning My whole point of this is that Eric Brooks has gone above and beyond my expectations
in helping move the diesel program along My F runs great Thank you HP and Eric for the job
well done I have attached one of my tunes Attached Files 6. I've played with a few and had really
good luck. Haven't got to really get into ficm stuff since I don't have a truck around for tuning
anymore. I got amazing performance out of an 04 and 06 and an The 04 was a basket case
though. But it would light tires and had almost no smoke. Whooped an sct custom tune race
tune truck that was a little bit lighter than the 04 but man that thing had torque out the yin yang.
I didn't even play with boost settings as I've heard of popping intercoolers above 30 psi so 27 it
was. The 06 was interesting. IT was down 1 cylinder on compression but it took it well. The 03
was oddball. It had underlying issues but still worked fine. I don't even know how to tune lots of
smoke. Aside from big injectors. Good luck and have fun. They're fun trucks. I am learning, but
this diesel stuff is an entirely different animal. I appreciate all the feedback from people like you
guys who are helping this forum out. I am using the 3. I don't think there is any other way to get
a tuned FICM besides an atlas tune. If you have any idea on how an injector works and basic
knowledge of the power flow of the combustion process I have great luck so far and I still have
a long way to go I'll have to look into what tables were added. It's been a while since I was
actively tuning these. Nm, I read i read first post again.. Just did my first 6. However I was quite
impressed with the results I got so for. Also I added an exhaust brake to the tune and it works
surprisingly well, I was very impressed with that. Looking forward to spending more time on it, I
have driven this particular truck a few times bone stock and was not impressed at all. Crappy
low end power and just really noisy when you lay into it and still not very good power. First tune
was a good step in the right direction though. Post up your tune if you don't mind I would be
curious to see how you did the exhaust brake. Not much else has been touched, few limiters
bumped up. Do me a favor BigCE Got a chance to mess with this 6L truck again today, wow am I
impressed with the results. Flashed the FICM and also bumped up the low end fueling, made the
pedal more linear. This truck has awesome power, I am very impressed. I'm not a ford fan at all
and I really like the way this truck drives now. I still have yet to really touch the timing, I would
like to see if I can improve fuel economy. Attached Files V4. Always great info from people on
here I've been messing with my truck, stock head-gaskets and head bolts, I don't plan on
pushing the limits of the engine. What I have so far has been great, only adjusted a few tables,
didn't touch FICM since I used an older version to toggle EGR system off since I couldn't figure
out how to do it in the current version, I would have to spend additional credits to mess with the
FICM, I just don't think I need to as I am happy with what I have gotten out of the truck already. I
will post my tune and also my Scanner layout for people to use as I spent way too much time
getting everything sorted out to hord it to myself. Right on guys! Did some more logging on the
6. Nothing in the tune has been changed since I last posted my tune. Originally Posted by
GhostRider Originally Posted by LSxSwap Looking at the data I see there is a lot of power still
left on the table good job on it though it looks like it runs clean timing still can come up
Beginner in tuning Hello, I would like to look over your tune to see what I am missing on making
more torque but seems that the attached file link is not working, thanks in advance. Page 1 of 2
1 2 Last Jump to page:. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Log in or Sign up. Super Duty
Diesel Forum. Latest: 6. Post only if your rig is broke This forum is to be used if your truck is
Disabled and in immediate need of assistance. Post em here! New Members, Vendors,
advertisers, etc.. The Proving Grounds Testing area for signatures, avatars, etc. Technical Truck
Discussions. Non Engine Specific. Latest: check coolant additive bcvickers , Feb 8, Latest: filter
and pan on my makeiteasy , Dec 21, Latest: Fuel in the oil bismic1 , Dec 11, Latest: Been a while
Power, Performance, Upgrades. Latest: upgrades carbonation , Dec 28, Latest: Perplexed with
my 6. Latest: powerstroke cold start video pgricklyFord , Oct 17, Latest: Replacing the old
shock absorber Emily Katz , Sep 15, Other Truck Discussions. Latest: Swapping power inverter
for larger Blackcoyote , Dec 16, Latest: F rear crew cab vents low air volume James Lucas , Oct
6, Latest: Fuel additives lubricity breakdown carbonation , Jan 1, Latest: F DRW too high? Also
discussions about places to camp at, state parks, resorts, etc. SDD Community Buzz. Canada,
World. Alaska, Hawaii, US Territories. Northeast Area. Southeast Area. Midwest Area. Texas
Area. Southwest Area. Central Area. Northwest Area. California Area. Super Duty Diesel
Vendors. At Auto Accessories Garage we have all the top name brand accessories at rock

bottom prices. Click or call AAG1 , Jul 3, Check out our selection of parts and accessories at
CARiD. Visit CarParts. Contains no messages. Community Marketplace. Parts For Sale Sell
those parts from your truck here. Tbar , Jan 31, Trucks For Sale You have a Truck for sale, post
it here. Latest: F King Ranch 6. Parts Wanted Need a programmer, mirror, wheel, etc. Latest: or
newer 02Oilburner , Feb 19, Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? New member NC.
Anything new will be posted here, as well, any site suggestions or requests will be taken here.
The Library - Where knowledge dwells for those will to take the time to look. Today AM. Mpd s
kit. Yesterday PM. Replacement radiator. Any discussion related to the aftermarket
enhancement of the 6. If anybody needs to borrow New build. Maybe opening a can of worms
Today PM. Any discussion related to the aftermarket enhancement of the 7. Heavy Goop under
the Valve Any discussion of the 7. Aftermarket Super Duty - Current. Anything aftermarket that
can be applied to the superduty not limited to engine or drive train. Excursion plans? Upgraded
Power Steering Pump Any problem you might have or technical info that may be useful, put it
here. Any discussion of stock, aftermarket, suspension, drivetrain, or tires will be specifically
discussed here, for any year, make, or model. Building something cool or out of the ordinary?
Post it here, we want to hear about it! Building a system? Need help? If you have info or
questions, post them here, we all want to know. Maestro RR. A forum for the discussion of
towing. Weight, length, and info for every truck will be here. What Do You Tow? Fabrication
section. The place to discuss fab techniques, materials, post pics, and discuss suppliers of raw
material. Roll cages. Random picture thread. Let's hear your burger recipe. I need some bad
Any and all drag racing, sled pulling, or event related information goes here. Diesel HP wars. Set
Custom Tunes. Newly Designed M-Racks Roof Date set for TS Outlaw Warranteed replacement
New contact info. Still Open? Extreme Studs 6. Great customer service. Painted mirror caps.
Edge Revolver Custom Tuning. CCV reroute kit for the New Odawg Stage 3r Intake Barder Turbo
Black Friday Tune library. Transmission Build it kit. Need help with Icon shocks. The Baddest
Bypass Filtration Special Thanks to all for Nice job guys on warrantee Rebuilt 6. Black Friday
Sales. Baby swamps and programmer. Any deal on tunes? Np 34 spline. Swamps 's. Updated
Injector Pricing. Black Friday deals? Fuel Cooler Relocation Kits. New Fuel couplers with 35s
Gear Install Need in MN. Used pcm programming. Thoughs on a 6. Alabama Call. Any KY ppl in
here? Diesel Worx. Indio ca diesel emissions. All those from Montana Shout out to anybody in
All times are GMT The time now is PM. Designed by Military Ltd. User Name. Remember Me?
Mark Forums Read. If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link
above. You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed.
To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below.
New member NC by lincolnlocker PM. Site Headlines and Suggestions Anything new will be
posted here, as well, any site suggestions or requests will be taken here. West Point The Library
- Where knowledge dwells for those will to take the time to look. The Library 6. Power Strokes.
Replacement radiator by C2tuck PM. New build by Tmtbob PM. Aftermarket Super Duty - Current
Anything aftermarket that can be applied to the superduty not limited to engine or drive train.
Non - Specific. Suspension, Drive Train, and Tires Any discussion of stock, aftermarket,
suspension, drivetrain, or tires will be specifically discussed here, for any year, make, or model.
Engine Conversion Any Engine or Transmission conversion will be discussed in this forum.
Project Forum Building something cool or out of the ordinary? Aftermarket Electronics
Anything you have that involves the upgrading of lighting or electronics. Truck Audio Building a
system? Maestro RR by joebuck AM. Tow-Rig A forum for the discussion of towing. Dan AM.
Roll cages by 6. The Bunker. General Discussion Forum Anything not to do with a Technical
fourm here , just for small talk. Dyno Forum Any of your latest dyno headlines go here. Sled
Pulling All sled pulling highlights and questions go here. Drag Racing All drag racing talk here.
Post timeslips , ask questions, etc. Mess Hall Discussion of food and drink. From the kitchen to
the grill. Let's hear your burger recipe by dsberman94 PM. Events Any and all drag racing, sled
pulling, or event related information goes here. Diesel HP wars by blacksmoke. Premium
Vendors. Tyrant Diesel. Custom Motor Concepts. TS Performance. Side Action Diesel. Retro
Shop. Performance Injection Systems. Dyno Proven. Bulletproof Diesel. No Limit Fabrication.
Lead Foot Diesel Performance. Carson Stauffer Diesel Service. Street Diesel Performance.
Powerstroke Enginuities. Great customer service by andrewtac PM. G Racing. Beans Diesel
Performance. Darkhorse Diesel. KC Turbos. Barder Turbo Service. Powerhungry Performance.
Tune library by Chris AM. BD Diesel Performance. Icon Vehicle Dynamics. Need help with Icon
shocks by andy PM. Elite Lubrication Specialtie
2007 ford f150 ac relay location
ford explorer2011
skoda karoq service intervals

s. Elite Diesel. Racer X. Unlimited Diesel. Strictly Diesel. Spartan Diesel Technologies. The
Diesel Cartel. Black Friday Sales by lariat 7. Maryland Performance Diesel. Truck Toyz
Performance. GH Sales. Swamp's Diesel. Baby swamps and programmer by golfer PM.
Innovative Diesel. Maryland Fuel Injection. Midwest Trans. Np 34 spline by Keefhaver PM. One
Up Offroad. Sunrise Ford Parts. Diesel Innovations. Warren Diesel. Updated Injector Pricing by
woodsman PM. Rudy's Diesel. Strokers Unlimited. Rescue Diesel Performance. Interactive
Sponsor Map. Engine and Drivetrain. Aftermarket Performance. Tires and Wheels. Interior Parts.
Exterior Parts. Truck Electronics. Aftermarket Accessories. Want to Buy. Suspension and
Related Parts. Army Logistics Net Shipping Division. Army Divisions. Northeast US. Used pcm
programming by Sixfoh PM. Indio ca diesel emissions by Overdrive PM. PowerStrokeArmy
Statistics. Threads: 83,, Posts: 1,,, Members: 32, Welcome to our newest member, rep. Today's
Birthdays.

